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Abstract 

Inerter system has shown a capable characteristic of reducing the dynamic response of structures. In this paper, a novel 

cable-bracing inerter system (CBIS) which was conceptually introduced in an earlier study, has been employed 

experimentally and numerically on a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) structure. The proposed CBIS consists of an 

inerter element, a spring-like cable-bracing element and an eddy current damping element. An inerter is a two terminals 

element with the property that the force through the terminals is proportional to the relative acceleration between its two 

terminals. The cable bracing system is now being widely investigated and has the effect of the horizontal displacement 

transfer and damping enhancement. Eddy current damping is a non-contacting damping mechanism, and the damping 

ratio can be easily adjusted by varying the air gap between the permanent magnets and the conductor. The use of eddy 

current damping avoids the problems of easy leakage of silicone oil in viscous damping element and the high pressure 

of cylinder in a conventional inerter damper. We present a comprehensive study that involves experimental, analytical, 

and computational approaches. First, CBIS was incorporated into an SDOF system and the mechanical model and 

operating principle is proposed. Then, to identify the natural period and inherent damping of the SDOF system, free 

vibration tests were conducted and the time histories of displacement and acceleration responses of the frame were 

measured. To confirm the capability of the CBIS for absorbing and dissipating energy, a series of shaking table tests 

were conducted on an SDOF steel-frame model. In the experiments, the dynamic responses of structure with/without a 

CBIS were compared to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the CBIS in suppressing the vibration of the 

model under seismic excitations. The experimental results show that implementing the CBIS increases the natural 

period of the system. The measured damping mainly originates from eddy current damping element. The maximum and 

the root-mean-square (RMS) responses of the SDOF structure were reduced by attaching the new inerter system under 

both onsite earthquake excitations and artificial waves. A comparative study between experimental and numerical 

results was conducted to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the mechanical model. The results show that the 

simulation method can be used to estimate the response of structures with a CBIS under earthquake excitations with 

acceptable accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Conventional vibration control devices have been widely used to mitigate vibration-induced dynamic effects 

[1-4]. All these types of dampers can supply additional damping capacity to a structure, and some of them 

can also supply additional stiffness to a structure. Researchers have been examining the performance of 

passive devices in small-and full-scale building models by experiments in shaking tables [5,6]. This paper 

investigates the alternative strategy of suppressing ground-induced vibrations with a kind of inerter system 

which can reduce vibrations in civil engineering structures [2-4,7]. 

The proposed cable bracing inerter system consists of an inerter element, a spring-like cable-bracing 

element, and an eddy current damping element. The inerter is a two-terminal mechanical element with mass 

and damping enhanced mechanism, generating a force that is proportional to the relative acceleration 

between two terminals. This damping enhancement method was proposed by Arakaki et al [8] based on a 

ball screw in 1999. At the beginning of the 21st century, Inoue and Ikago et al [4, 7] proposed an inerter-

based vibration control device and thoroughly studied the synergy of inerter and damping element. This 

device takes advantage of the mass enhancement mechanism of the inerter. Around the same time, Smith [9] 

introduced the concept of the inerter and proposed rack-pinion model to realize inerter [10]. Since then, the 

inerter devices were rapidly developed and adopted in civil structures. 

Most of these inerter systems [11] are installed between adjacent floors with infinitely stiff chevron 

frames which are sensitive to displacement at boundaries. The displacement may induce the non-negligible 

moment and deformation at the inerter system. Cable bracing is the alternative method for connecting 

inerters with the main structure. Tension-only cables can be used to transfer the story drift of the main 

structure to energy dissipating devices and they can only bear the axial tension force, and therefore release 

deformation in other directions [12-14]. Compared to most conventional mechanical components, cables are 

much thinner and lighter and take up only a little space when rolled around a shaft. Thus, they have 

negligible inertia and are particularly suitable for systems where great accelerations are applied.  

This research aims to fundamentally characterize the damped SDOF structure responses to earthquake 

ground motions, in order to lay a foundation for the development of a new retrofit solution. In this paper, a 

series tests of CBIS were carried out to find the basic characteristics of the inerter system and to verify 

whether the analytical model was reasonable. The influence of some parameters on the vibration control 

effects of the CBIS was investigated.  

2. Propose of the cable-bracing inerter system (CBIS) 

2.1 Component elements of CBIS 

A passive inerter system, which has been employed theoretically on a SDOF model, was conceptually 

introduced in an earlier study [14]. It uses eddy current damping element as its energy dissipation element. 

Eddy current damping is a non-contacting damping mechanism. By the relative motion between a non-

magnetic conductive metal and a permanent magnet, a time varying magnetic field is induced in the 

conductor, thereby generating eddy currents. The eddy currents induce another magnetic field with opposite 

polarity, thereby causing damping forces that is proportional to the velocity of the conductive metal.  

CBIS consists of a pair of bracing cables, a shaft with the radius 0r , a pair of fly wheels with the 

radius R  (shown in Fig.1). This device uses a new transmission system, converting translational motion of 

the primary system into rotational motion of the conductor plates by cables. When an inter-story drift occurs 

in structure, the conductor plates will be driven by the steel cables to rotate. The rotational conductor plates 

can be treated as an inerter element, and at the same time, eddy currents can be induced by the relative 

motion between the rotational conductor plates and magnets, which can dissipate energy in the form of heat. 

As a result, an inerter can obtain apparent mass effect and also enhance the effects of the eddy current 

damping.  
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Fig.1 – Schematic of CBIS 

In CBIS, the inerter element is used to absorb vibrational energies and then damping element will 

dissipate these energies. The force of the cable c ( )f t  needs to satisfy the moment equilibrium about its 

rotational centre which is given as follows:  

  

 c 0( )J (t) f t r =   (1) 

where J is the mass moment of inertia of the inerter and is the angular acceleration. The conductor plates 

serve as flywheels whose moments of inertia can be calculated by: 

 
2

I 2J m R=   (2) 

where Im  is the physical mass of two conductor plates. The translational force of a CBIS is: 

 c

0

( )
( ) cos cos

J t
f t

r


  =   (3) 

where is the inclined angle of the diagonal cable and  represents the rotational angle of the conductor 

plates. To simplify the analytical model of the CBIS, the flexibility of the cable is neglected. The 

transmission mechanism [14] between the interlayer displacement u(t) and the shaft rotation angle  can be 

written as: 

  

 0( )cos ( )u t t r =  (4) 

The apparent mass of the inerter md can be calculated: 

 
2
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m

u t r r t r

   



= =  =      

 (5) 

Here, dm is the inertance of the inerter. u(t) is the displacement relative to the ground of the SDOF 

system, and the dots represent the derivative with respect to time t. The apparent mass of CBIS can be 

several times greater than that of the actual mass.  

2.2 Analysis model of SDOF structure with CBIS 

Consider an SDOF system with mass m, damping coefficient c, stiffness k and the eddy current damping 

coefficient dc . With the ground displacement gu , the motion equation of this system is as follows： 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2

d d cos gm m u t c c u t ku t mu t+ + + + = −   (6) 

Unlike other passive control techniques which significantly affect the structures response after 

applications, the increased inertia of the inerter element in the CBIS does not increase the seismic effect on 

the structure. This point is a crucial one for structures that have been designed with a specific dynamic 

response, yet require additional damping subsequent to the design. The natural period of the system will be 

equal to the following: 

 d2s

m m
T

k


+
=   (7) 

Eq. (7) indicates that the effect of the CBIS appears as an equivalent additional mass dm . This changes 

the natural period of the system without reducing the stiffness k or increasing the mass of the structure m. To 

observe the performance of the CBIS in the structure, a test program is conducted as described in the 

following sections. 

3. Experiments on the CBIS in an SDOF structure  

In this section, a series of experiments are conducted, including free vibration tests and shaking table tests, to 

analyze the factors that affect the performance of the CBIS and verify the feasibility and effectiveness of 

CBIS. 

3.1 Free vibration tests 

Fig.2 shows the configuration of the CBIS, and Fig.3 shows the frame where the CBIS is installed. The 

frame columns and the slabs consist of steel plates (yield strength: 235MPa). Their dimensions are shown in 

Fig.3. The diameters of two conductor plates and the shaft is 190mm and 25mm, respectively. The conductor 

plate is made of copper plate whose electrical conductivity is high, and the magnetic field source is selected 

from Neodynium (NdFeB) cylindrical permanent magnets (diameter 25mm, thickness 20mm), and the 

magnetic poles are staggered according to the principle of opposite magnetic poles of adjacent magnets. 

There are 24 permanent magnets adsorbed on two fixed side plates equally. The natural period of the system 

is 1.09 seconds, which represents typical in civil structures.  

 

Fig.2 – Photograph of CBIS 

To examine the performance of the proposed device, free vibration tests were conducted first. To 

measure structural responses, three types of sensors are installed. The acceleration of the floor is measured 

by accelerometers. The displacement of the top floor is measured by a displacement meter. In addition, two 

force sensors are stalled in the steel cables to control the tightness of two cables. Several different test 

conditions are designed to analysis the energy dissipation mechanism of CBIS (shown in Table 1). For the 

convenience of recording and processing the test data, the conditions naming principle is: Conductor plate 

quality + thickness(mm)-the inerter element (I)/the eddy current damping element (E). For example, the test 

condition “Cu5-I” means the thickness of the conducting plates is 5mm and no magnets are installed in the 
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device. “Cu5-E10” means the thickness of the conducting plates is 5mm and the air gap between the magnets 

and the conducting plates is set as 10mm. 

 

(a)  (b)  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.3 – Photograph of the experimental specimen used in free vibration tests 

Table 1 – Test conditions of free vibration tests 

Test 

conditions 

Thickness of 

the conducting 

plates 

Air gap between 

the magnets and 

conducting plates  

Cu5-E10 5mm 10mm 

Cu5-E20 5mm 20mm 

Cu5-E30 5mm 30mm 

Cu5-E40 5mm 40mm 

Cu5-I  5mm No magnets 

Cu10-I 10mm No magnets 

Cu15-I 15mm No magnets 

 

In the tests, the frame equipped with the inerter element not adding magnets was pulled for 80mm and 

then it was released to vibrate freely. And then the frame equipped with the inerter element and the eddy 

current damping element was pulled again to evaluate the additional damping coefficient of the eddy current 

damping element. The rotating conducting plates with the thickness of 5mm, 10mm and 15mm are tested in 

the free vibration test. The test results are listed in Table 2. The damping ratios  are calculated by using 

logarithmic decrement method. 
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Table 2 – The Specifications of CBIS 

Test 

conditions 

Inertance 

(kg) 

Periods 

(sec) 

Additional 

damping 

ratio (%)  
Cu5-E10 12.03 1.312 12.15 

Cu5-E20 12.03 1.485 7.02 

Cu5-E30 12.03 1.375 5.82 

Cu5-E40 12.03 1.433 3.37 

Cu5-I 12.03 1.441 No magnets 

Cu10-I 23.95 1.619 No magnets 

Cu15-I 35.77 1.679 No magnets 

 

It can be observed that implementing the CBIS increases the natural period of the system from 1.09 

seconds to 1.312 seconds after installing the CBIS with 5mm thick conductor plates and 10mm air gap of thr 

damping element (Cu5-E10), without reducing the stiffness of the structure. The inertance of Cu5-I is nearly 

one-half of Cu10-I and one-third of Cu15-I and therefore the inertance of the inerter element can be changed 

by changing the thickness of the conductor plates correspondingly. 

 The displacement response of the structure is determined for various air gaps ranging from 10mm to 

40mm. The results are shown in Fig.4 and Table 2. The air gap between the rotating conductor plates and 

magnets is a very important parameter that influences the damping effect of CBIS. The size of air gap can 

significantly affect the value of eddy current damping coefficient. When the air gap increases from 10mm to 

40mm, the eddy current damping ratio decreases from 12.15% to 3.37%. 

 

Fig.4 – Displacement responses of the test frame  

3.2 Shaking table tests 

This section presents comparison of the shaking table test results of the steel-frame model 

with/without a CBIS. The CBIS is subjected to several earthquakes ground motions. Two seismic waves are 

utilized in the shaking table tests to investigate the vibration control effects of CBIS - El Centro record (1940, 

NS), and Shanghai artificial wave (SHW2, 1996). Each type of seismic wave acts along only one direction, 

and the peak value of the acceleration increases gradually from 0.1g to 0.3g with the interval of 0.1g (g is the 

acceleration due to gravity) which are chosen to represent moderate, severe and maximum probable 

earthquakes. The test was carried out in these three stages and white noise was used to scan the model before 

and after each input of different seismic waves to measure the dynamic parameters such as natural 

frequencies and damping ratios and make sure that the specimen remains elastic. 

The test results under El Centro record (0.1g) and Shanghai artificial wave (0.2g) have been presented 

in Fig.5. The peak value and root-mean-square (RMS) value of the displacement and acceleration responses 
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are chosen to evaluate the damping performance of CBIS. These two values are important controlling indices 

in structural vibration control. The peak value reflects the dynamic response at a certain instant, whereas the 

RMS value relates to the vibration energy and reflects the responses over an entire period.  

  

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig.5 – Response time histories: (a) (b) El Centro record; (c)(d) Shanghai artificial wave  

Table 3 and Table 4 list the displacement and acceleration responses reduction effect [15] at the roof 

of the test frame with 5 mm copper plates as the conductor plate under different seismic wave intensities, 

respectively, including the peak values and the RMS values. 

Table 3 – Displacement response reduction effect 

Seismic input 
El Centro SHW2 

Peak RMS Peak RMS 
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0.1g (%) 64.65 80.39 54.84 80.97 

0.2g (%) 56.79 76.38 42.05 73.95 

Table 4 – Acceleration response reduction effect   

Seismic input 
El Centro SHW2 

Peak RMS Peak RMS 

0.1g (%) 72.88 88.46 74.00 89.47 

0.2g (%) 70.19 87.76 67.39 85.29 

 

The responses of the test frame with CBIS attached were smaller than those of the uncontrolled 

structure, which demonstrates the efficient attenuation effects. In addition, the vibration control effects for 

the RMS response were generally more obvious than those for the peak response, which indicates that CBIS 

significantly attenuated the entire response of the primary structure over an entire period.  

4. Numerical simulation 

In [14], an analytical model was built up to simulate the vibration reduction effects. In this paper, a 

simplified computational model in which the flexibility of the cable is neglected is used to simulate the 

vibration reduction effects of CBIS. The parameters of 5mm thick conductor plates are used in the numerical 

simulation and its inertance is listed in Table 2 based on Eq. (5). Fig.6 makes a comparison of numerical and 

experimental results of the time histories responses at the top of the test frame with the CBIS under the El 

Centro record (0.1g). These results generally match, but some deviations exist at some intervals. The CBIS 

performs nonlinearly under seismic excitation, but the proposed numerical simulation method simplifies the 

nonlinear behavior. For example, the friction is not considered in the numerical simulation. Nonetheless, this 

method can estimate the tendencies of this system’s motion with acceptable accuracy.  

The RMS acceleration response is an important controlling index in the design of buildings. A 

comparison of the calculated and experimental results of the RMS acceleration and RMS displacement 

responses at the top of the test structure with the CBIS is listed in Table 5. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6 – Response time histories: (a) Displacement (b) Acceleration 

Table 5 – Comparison of the simulation and experimental results  

Acceleration (m/s2) Displacement (mm) 

Simulation Experiment Error (%) Simulation Experiment Error (%) 
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0.177 0.172 2.9 1.600 1.845 13.3 

 

From Table 5, the simulation accuracy is found to be reasonable. The errors were limited within an 

acceptable range, which indicates that the simplified numerical simulation method that was proposed in this 

paper can yield relatively accurate estimates of the RMS response, especially for the acceleration responses.  

5. Conclusion 

In the previous work, a conception of using a CBIS to control an SDOF structure was introduced. In this 

paper, a series of feasibility experiments including free vibration tests and shaking table tests were conducted 

to investigate the inerter system’s performance. According to the experimental and numerical analyses, the 

conclusions are summarized below: 

1. The maximum and RMS responses of the SDOF structure were reduced by attaching the new CBIS 

under both onsite earthquake excitations and artificial waves. These investigations demonstrate the 

effectiveness and excellent performance of the CBIS.  

2. The air gap is a very important parameter that influences the eddy current damping element. Varying the 

air gap can significantly affect the value of eddy current damping coefficient.  

3. The experimental and numerical results generally matched according to the numerical analysis. The 

proposed equivalent analytical method proved to be feasible because this approach can predict the 

motion trends with an acceptable accuracy and provide reasonably accurate estimates of the RMS 

response.  
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